Inspiring ~ Authentic ~ Unique

Newfoundland
and Labrador
TRAVEL
...It's About Time

6 Conception Bay Highway
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hello@experiencenl.com
http://experiencenl.com
Toll-Free 1 (800) 270-3094
Local (709) 468-8175

W HAT W E DO
Placing travel back in your hands
Experience NL is a boutique travel
agency responsive to modern, selfguided travelers with diverse interests.
We live by the principle: we're all unique,
we all enjoy different thingsand our travels
should reflect it?.
We design compelling, experiential
(experience-based) Newfoundland and
Labrador holiday packages.
Experience NL is transforming the visitor
experience here by placing travel back in
the hands of the traveler.
Hence, you come away with the vacation
of a lifetime and not just pretty pictures.

HOW IT W ORKS
NL is a most unique holiday destination,
a former fishing colony with 271
communities (3 cities and 268 towns)
that cover just 2.2% of its landmass.
The vast majority of its sites are coastal,
accessible only by secondary routes.
One common mistake visitors make is to
try to see most of it in a short timespan.
By 'biting off more than they can chew?,
they end up driving the bulk of their trip.
Don?t go it alone, you don't want to
waste precious travel time or miss out on
those exceptional experiences.

PLANNING FOR YOU
At the heart of our travel services are 3
Signature NL Experiences - Eco-Adventure,
Living Heritage, and Health & Wellness.
From here, we provide you with authentic
and engaging experiences like Geology,
Ecology, Foodie, History, Retreats, Arts,
Holistic and much more.
Of course we send you to NL's tourism hot
spots but also to its hidden gems. These
are the countless nooks and crannies most
visitors never hear of and miss out on.
To capture your ?holiday snapshot?, we
administer a brief assessment to collect
your values and interests.

LOGISTICS
REGIONS
Our travel resources
are grouped around
NL's 5 beautiful,
historic regions.

ZONES
Resources are further
grouped according to
20 zones located
within NL's regions.

Key componentsfor accessible, varied travel.

W HAT SETS US APART
SPECIALIZATION
Experience NL is the first of its kind for
the region, both as a full-service
experiential travel planner and whose sole
focus is NL. Our itineraries connect deeply
with travelers and are distinguished by
individuality, quality, and efficiency.
CUSTOMIZATION
We craft experiences, not merely plan
trips. Unlike typical travel agencies, you
won't find generic itineraries here. We
reject a ?one size fits all?policy.
EXPERTISE
With countless hours vetting a network of
industry providers and suppliers, we
consider our knowledge unprecedented.
We are also on the ground, having visited
many of the sights and sounds.
PEACE OF MIND
We deliver the flexible planning and
concise logistics for worry-free trips. Our
services are provided with unparalleled
personal knowledge, attention, and detail.
We work hard to get to know you so your
NL visit is on your terms and time.
Let usprovide you with that intuition,
passion, and high-level expertise for a truly
remarkable NL holiday!
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